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Abstract

This paper investigates contracts adjustment between one manufacturer and one retailer under bilateral information updating. The manufacturer incurs uncertain production cost and the retailer faces uncertain demand, but they can acquire independent signals to update production cost and demand, respectively. They commit an initial agreement on an initial wholesale price, minimum order quantity, and information sharing as well as the transfer payment and decisions adjustment when information is updated. We find that due to the joint impact of production cost variation and market variation, the manufacturer may not decrease (increase) her wholesale price when the updated production cost is lower (higher) than expected. The retailer places an additional order even if the wholesale price rises when the market outlook is good, but places an order with the minimum order quantity even if the wholesale price falls when the market outlook is bad. Secondly, for a certain level of information accuracy of the production cost and market demand, the retailer is always better off with information updating, but the manufacturer might be worse off with information updating when facing a bad market outlook. Thirdly, when information accuracy of the production cost and market demand varies, the manufacturer only benefits from a high accuracy of production cost. Profits of the retailer and the supply chain are increasing (decreasing) with accuracy of production cost if the updated production cost is larger (smaller) than expected.

1. Introduction

Information largely affects the performance of supply chain firms. This is because better information contributes to better decisions, fewer mistakes, lower costs, and better products. Therefore, supply chain firms prefer to make their decisions until information is updated. For instance, a retailer determines his order until an update on demand [1] or determines his order and retail price until an update on supply yield [2]. However, some firms make their decisions before accurate information becomes known. For example, senior managers at Ericsson, a large telecommunications company, state that they often negotiate component prices 9 to 12 months before new products are put into production [3]. In the fashion industry, retailers place their orders many months before the selling season [2]. In a more general situation, when supply information and demand information are both uncertain, both retailers and manufacturers have incentives to adjust their decisions based on bilateral information updating to improve their performances. For example, in the flu vaccine industry, supply is uncertain due to the biological nature of vaccine production. Demand is also uncertain because it is mainly determined by the prevalence and severity of unpredictable flu activity [4]. Moreover, production lead time is as long as six to eight months. Under this scenario, a common practice is to place advance orders long before the actual flu season. When more information is available, the order quantity and wholesale price will be adjusted [5]. While most existing research focuses on supply information updating or demand variation.
information updating, this work considers a more general interaction between the supply chain parties under bilateral information updating. We have the following research questions. With supply information updating and demand information updating, how should supply chain firms make their optimal decisions under bilateral information updating? Who will benefit more from the updated information? How will information updating and information accuracy affect the supply chain?

To answer the abovementioned questions, we consider a supply chain consisting of one manufacturer and one retailer. We formulate the interactions between the manufacturer and the retailer as a Stackelberg game in which the manufacturer is a leader and the retailer is a follower. We consider contracts that agree on decisions adjustment and information sharing after bilateral information updating. Specifically, the manufacturer initiates a wholesale price and the retailer commits a minimum order quantity based on the pre-expectations of the production cost and market demand. After sharing updated information, the supply chain parties adjust their decisions. The transfer payment between the manufacturer and the retailer is designed in a way that links the initial wholesale price and the committed minimum order quantity to the updated wholesale price and the updated order quantity. We focus on how production cost variation, demand variation, and information accuracy affect the two parties’ decisions. We further analyze the value of information updating and examine the impact of information accuracy on profits and the value of information updating. Some key conclusions and managerial insights are as follows.

First, the market outlook plays a moderating role in the relationship between the wholesale price and the production cost; it also affects the retailer’s optimal order quantity. Specifically, the manufacturer may not reduce (raise) her wholesale price when the updated production cost is lower (higher) than expected. When the market outlook is good, even if the wholesale price rises, the retailer still places an additional order. When the market outlook is bad, reducing the wholesale price does not necessarily attract the retailer to place more orders. Second, the retailer and the supply chain are better off with information updating, but the manufacturer may not always benefit from information updating. For the manufacturer, when she gives a high wholesale price, she benefits from bilateral information updating; when she gives a low wholesale price, she may not benefit from information updating. This is because the value of information updating for the manufacturer depends on market outlook and production cost variation. When the market outlook is bad and the manufacturer’s optimal wholesale price is lower than the one in the initial agreement, there exists an interval of production cost, in which, the order quantity first decreases and then remains the initial commitment order and the wholesale price increases. Thus, the joint effects of the wholesale price variation and order variation offset the positive effect of information updating on the manufacturer. Third, profits of the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain are dependent on information accuracy of production cost and market demand, the production cost variation, and market outlook. Facing good market outlook and lower production cost, high information accuracy of production cost or high information accuracy of market demand is beneficial to the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain. On the contrary, when facing bad market outlook and high production cost, high information accuracy of production cost or high information accuracy of market demand is harmful to the manufacturer, retailer, and supply chain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature, and Section 3 states model assumptions and the initial decisions for the manufacturer and the retailer. Section 4 analyzes the impact of information updating on the decisions of the manufacturer and the retailer and compares contract performances before and after information updating. Section 5 presents the impact of information accuracy on both parties’ decisions and profits. Section 6 gives numerical examples to show the decision variation and profit variation under different parameters and the impact of information accuracy on the value of information updating. Section 7 concludes this paper and presents directions for future research. Proofs are presented in the appendixes.

2. Literature

This paper investigates supply chain contracting under bilateral information updating and effects of bilateral information updating. In general, the supply chain contracting literature under information updating can be classified into two categories: demand information updating and supply information updating. Demand information updating has been widely investigated but supply information has not been widely investigated, and we refer readers to Shen et al. [6] for comprehensive reviews. In order to highlight our contributions, we review three aspects of the literature that are particularly relevant to our study.

The first steam is supply chain contracting under demand information updating. The pricing contracts (e.g., wholesale price contract) under demand information updating are widely investigated by many scholars [7–11]. Quantity-related contracts, such as quantity flexibility contracts [12–14] and quantity commitment contracts [15, 16] are also addressed under demand information updating. Agreement contracts specifying price [17, 18] and agreement contracts specifying quantity [19, 20] are also investigated under demand information updating. Additionally, some other contracts such as capacity reservation contracts [21], advance purchase contracts [21, 22], and dual purchase contracts [7] are addressed. Ozer and Wei [21] study an advance purchase contract. They show that the advance purchase contract with an appropriate payback agreement can achieve channel coordination under asymmetric forecast information. Ozer et al. [5] give a dual purchase contract through which the manufacturer provides a discount for orders placed before the forecast update. They show that the dual purchase contract outperforms the wholesale price contract. Chintapalli et al. [22] show that a contract that contains advance-order discount and a
minimum order quantity requirement coordinates the supply chain under demand forecasting.

The second stream is supply chain contracting under supply information updating. Supply information includes capacity information, yield information, lead time information, and input cost information [23]. For the production cost, the method of learning effect is often used to characterize the production cost variation. The literature assumes the production cost has linear learning effect [24] or stochastic learning effect [25–28]. Thus, production cost reduction is possible. However, some practices show that the production cost may increase or decrease because of some uncertainty, e.g., price change of raw material. Gurnani and Tang [1] consider a setting where purchasing cost increases or decreases with a probability under demand information updating. Following Gurnani and Tang [1], Choi et al. [29] consider a case where the ordering cost at the first stage is known but the ordering cost at the second stage is uncertain. In [30], the unit delivery cost (and hence the product cost) is formulated as a decreasing function of the lead time. In contrast, in [31], a newsvendor can place multiple orders with increasing ordering cost over time. More practically, our work considers the setting where production cost can increase or decrease. We then use the Bayesian approach to characterize the production cost updating and explain the ordering cost variation via production cost uncertainty.

Compared with the literature on demand information updating or supply information updating, our work has the following differences. First, we consider bilateral information updating. Specifically, the supplier updates the production cost according to the price of raw material, and the retailer can update demand information. Second, we investigate both parties’ optimal decisions under bilateral information updating, that is, the supplier gives an adjusted wholesale price and the retailer makes an adjusted order quantity. Most literature focuses on the retailer’s optimal order under demand information updating [1, 29–31] or the optimal wholesale price [7, 21, 32] under demand information updating. There are also some papers investigating the supply chain parties’ decision, e.g., the optimal order policy, under the supply information updating [2]. Our work considers the optimal decisions under demand information updating and production cost updating. Ozer and Wei [21] and Ozer et al. [7] show that under symmetric forecast information, a low advance wholesale price (purchase cost) induces the retailer to place a large order before the forecast update and a small order after forecast update. Our work investigates the impact of market outlook. Different from the results in Ozer and Wei [21] and Ozer et al. [7], we show that the optimal wholesale price and the optimal order quantity after information updating are relevant to the market outlook. The retailer places an additional order even if the wholesale price rises when the market outlook is good, but places an order with the minimum order quantity even if the wholesale price falls when the market outlook is bad. Gurnani and Tang [1] study the order decision of a retailer who faces uncertain purchase cost (wholesale price) after demand information is updated. We extend their setting by varying the wholesale price based on production cost updating. We show how the wholesale price varies in different conditions, which depends on bilateral information updating and how the retailer makes his strategic order decisions. Third, the contracts in this work combine the idea of advance purchase contracts, minimum commitment contracts, and wholesale price contracts. The contracts provide two different transfer payments according to the wholesale price variation based on bilateral information updating. The contracts are flexible and complemented easily.

Our work also shows the effects of information accuracy on the supply chain, supplier, and retailer (or buyer) profits. On the demand side, Taylor [32], Taylor and Xiao [33], Miyaoka and Hausman [34], and Amornpetchkul et al. [35] show that more accurate forecasts are not always profitable to the supplier and the retailer. Their work shows that the effect of demand information accuracy on supply chain parties’ profit is dependent on contract structure and the capability of demand forecasting. To the best of our knowledge, the impact of the accuracy of production cost has not been investigated. Our work focuses on the effect of the accuracy of the production cost and market demand as well as the effect of market variation on supply chain parties’ profits. We show that with a good market outlook, low production cost, high production information accuracy of production cost, or high information accuracy of market demand is beneficial to the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain. On the contrary, with a bad market outlook, high production cost, high production information accuracy of production cost, or high information accuracy of market demand is harmful to the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain. Our results complement the existing literature on the effects of information accuracy on the supply chain from the perspective of market variation.

3. Model Assumption

In this section, we outline how information is updated and the sequence of events.

3.1. Information Structure. Consider a risk-neutral manufacturer (she) selling a single new product to a risk-neutral retailer (he) who faces the following inverse demand curve \( p = a + \theta - q \), where the retail price \( p \) is jointly determined by the clearing price \( a \), market condition \( \theta \), and the retailer’s order quantity \( q \). In this expression, \( \theta \) is a continuous random variable distributed in \((l, u)\) \((l \text{ and } u \text{ are real numbers and } l < u)\) with a mean of \( \bar{\theta} \), a variance of \( \sigma^2_\theta \), and \( a + l > 0 \). This demand curve is common in the literature of economics [36] and operations management [10, 37–39].

Before new production begins, the manufacturer only has an estimation of the production cost based on a similar product. Specifically, the production cost \( c \in [c_\bar{\theta}, \tau] \) has a mean of \( \bar{c} \) and variance \( \sigma^2_c \) which is common knowledge for the manufacturer and the retailer. Besides, the retailer is able to make a more accurate demand forecast by obtaining demand signal \( y \) (e.g., consumers’ preference), which is an unbiased estimator of \( \theta \). Also, the manufacturer can update
his production cost by acquiring a signal $x$ from the raw material market, which is an unbiased estimator of $c$. We assume a linear-expectation information structure: the posterior expectation of the market condition $E(\theta \mid y)$ is a linear function of the signal $y$ and the posterior expected cost $E(c \mid x)$ is a linear function of the signal $x$ (these assumptions are commonly used in the literature [33, 38–42]). This information structure includes well-known conjugate pairs such as normal-normal, beta-binomial, and gamma-Poisson. Moreover, $E(\theta \mid y)$ is a weighted average of $\bar{\theta}$ and signal $y$ [38, 42, 43], $E(\theta \mid y) = \bar{\theta}(1 + t_\sigma^2) + t_\sigma^2 y / (1 + t_\sigma^2)$, where $t_\sigma = 1 / E(\text{var}(y \mid \theta)) \equiv 1 / \nu^2$. Also, $E(c \mid x)$ is a weighted average of $\bar{c}$ and signal $x$ [43], $E(c \mid x) = \bar{c}(1 + t_c^2) + t_c^2 x / (1 + t_c^2)$, where $t_c = 1 / E(\text{var}(x \mid c)) \equiv 1 / \nu^2$.

### 3.2. Sequence of Events

In order to make appropriate decisions based on updated information, the manufacturer and the retailer firstly make agreements on the initial wholesale price $w_0$, the minimum order quantity $q_0$ (to reserve the manufacturer’s capacity), and demand information sharing. Besides, they agree on decisions adjustment and total transfer payment $T$ based on bilateral information updating. Secondly, the manufacturer learns the signal $x$ and estimates her production cost as $E(c \mid x)$. At the same time, the retailer obtains signal $y$ and estimates the market demand as $E(\theta \mid y)$ and shares it with the manufacturer. Because the retailer has a lower ability of forecasting the market, he has to ask for order quantity adjustment after demand updating. It is necessary for the retailer to share the updated demand information with the manufacturer. Thirdly, the manufacturer offers a wholesale price $w_1$ based on the updated production cost and the updated demand information. Since the updated production cost can be inferred from the wholesale price, the manufacturer does not need to share it with the retailer. Given the adjusted wholesale price $w_1$, the retailer places an additional order of $(q_i - q_0)^+$ units, where $q_i$ is the total amount of products sold at a retail price $p$. The timeline is shown in Figure 1.

Here is one example in practice in accordance with such a sequence of events. In the flu vaccine industry, supply is highly uncertain because of the biological nature of vaccine production. For example, in the United States, there was an oversupply of 18.4 million doses in the 2006-2007 flu season, whereas there was an undersupply of nearly 50 million doses in the 2004-2005 flu season due to contamination at the Chiron’s plant (Health Industry Distributors Association 2007). At the same time, vaccine demand is also highly uncertain because it is primarily determined by the prevalence and severity of the unpredictable flu activities [4]. The manufacturer combines both advance and regular selling strategies. Because of the long production lead time of six to eight months, the advance orders of flu vaccines are placed long before the actual flu season. Thus, these advance order quantities have no information value. When the actual supply information and demand information are realized, the manufacturer and the retailer update the wholesale price and order quantity.

The regular wholesale price of flu vaccines tends to be higher (or lower) than the average when the actual demand is higher (or lower) than the actual supply. For example, the regular wholesale price can be substantially high during the shortage period; e.g., $7$ per dose as compared with $3$ per dose for the advance order during the 2000-2001 season (United States General Accounting Office, 2001) [5].

### 3.3. Initial Decisions

In this section, we discuss the initial wholesale price and the order quantity before information updating. We formulate the interactions between the manufacturer and the retailer as a Stackelberg game under which the manufacturer is the leader and the retailer is the follower.

Given any wholesale price $w_0$ set by the manufacturer, the retailer determines his order quantity $q_0$ to maximize his profit $\Pi_i = \langle p - w_0 \rangle q_i = \langle a + \bar{\theta} - q_0 - w_0 \rangle q_i$. The manufacturer determines $w_0$ to maximize her profit $\Pi_m = w_0 q_i - c q_i$. Thus, the optimal wholesale price is $w_0^* = \langle a + \bar{\theta} + \bar{c} \rangle / 2$ and consequently the optimal order quantity is $q_0^* = \langle a + \bar{\theta} - \bar{c} \rangle / 4$. These decisions may be adjusted after the information is updated. If the updated information is the same as previously expected, the manufacturer and the retailer adopt the initial decisions as their final decisions. In the next section, we will discuss the decisions adjustment.

### 4. Decisions and Profits under Information Updating

After the signals about production cost and market demand are obtained, the manufacturer changes her wholesale price and the retailer orders additional order quantity. Since the minimum order quantity is committed, the final order is not less than the initial order quantity $q_0$. Consequently, the transfer payment made by the retailer to the manufacturer can be expressed as $T = w_0 q_i - (w_1 - w_0)^+ q_i$, $i = 1, 2$, where $q_i \geq q_0$ and $(x)^+ = \max(x, 0)$ and $w_1(q_i)$ is the wholesale price (overall order quantity) after information updating. The transfer payment varies according to the wholesale price, that is, $T_1 = w_0 q_0 + w_1 (q_{11} - q_0)$ if $w_{11} > w_0$ and $T_2 = w_1 q_{12}$ if $w_{12} \leq w_0$. In the first case, the retailer purchases the committed order quantity at the initial wholesale price and the additional order quantity at the new wholesale price. In the second case, the retailer purchases the entire order at the new wholesale price. The transfer payment is equivalent to $T_2 = w_0 q_0 + w_1 (q_{12} - q_0) + (w_{12} - w_0)q_0$.

We next give the profit functions of the manufacturer and the retailer, and then give the optimal wholesale price and order quantity under bilateral information updating.

If the new wholesale price is higher than the initial one, the transfer payment made to the manufacturer is $T_1 = w_{11} (q_{11} - q_0^*) + w_0 q_0^*$. The profits of the manufacturer and the retailer are as follows:

$$
\prod_{m} = T_1 - \bar{c} q_0 - \bar{E}(c \mid x) (q_{11} - q_0),
\prod_{r} = p q_{11} - T_1,
$$

(1)
If the new wholesale price is not higher than the initial one, the transfer payment made to the manufacturer is $T_2 = w_{12} q_{12}$. The profits of the manufacturer and the retailer are as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\prod_m^{12} &= T_2 - c q_0 - E(c | x)(q_{12} - q_0), \\
\prod_r^{12} &= \rho q_{12} - T_2.
\end{align*}
$$

(2)

We then have the following results.

**Lemma 1**

$$
\begin{align*}
w_{11}^* &= \frac{a + E(c | x) + E(\theta | y)}{2} - q_0^*, \\
q_{11}^* &= \frac{a - E(c | x) + E(\theta | y)}{4} + \frac{1}{2} q_0^*, \\
w_{12}^* &= \frac{a + E(c | x) + E(\theta | y)}{2}, \\
q_{12}^* &= \frac{a - E(c | x) + E(\theta | y)}{4}.
\end{align*}
$$

(3)

Lemma 1 shows that if the manufacturer raises the wholesale price after information updating, the optimal wholesale price and the order quantity are related to the committed order quantity. However, if the manufacturer lowers her wholesale price, the optimal wholesale price and the order quantity are irrelevant to the committed order quantity. The rationale behind Lemma 1 is as follows. As the market outlook becomes better or the production cost increases, the manufacturer offers a higher wholesale price to ensure her profit margin. The retailer purchases the minimum order quantity at the initial wholesale price and purchases an additional quantity at an adjusted wholesale price which is higher than the initial wholesale price. Thus, the retailer prefers to order the minimum quantity. In some cases, he orders nothing. Correspondingly, the optimal wholesale price is relevant to the minimum order quantity. As the market outlook becomes worse or the production cost decreases, the manufacturer offers a lower wholesale price. The retailer can purchase all order quantity at an adjusted wholesale price which is lower than the initial wholesale price. Therefore, the retailer will order more than the minimum order quantity, which makes the minimum quantity requirement no longer an issue.

In what conditions will the manufacturer give a higher (lower) or the same wholesale price and the retailer make an additional order? We next answer this question and show how the manufacturer and the retailer should make decisions strategically in different situations.

4.1. Decisions under Information Updating. In this section, we discuss how information updating affects the decisions of the manufacturer and the retailer. Specifically, we give the conditions in which the manufacturer should adjust the wholesale price.

**Definition 1.** $\beta(y) \equiv E(\theta | y) - \bar{\theta}$.

There are three cases to consider: $\beta(y) = 0, \beta(y) > 0$, and $\beta(y) < 0$, which can reflect the market demand variation. $\beta(y) = 0$ means that the posterior expectation of market demand is the same as pre-expectation; $\beta(y) > 0$ (\(\beta(y) < 0\)) means that the posterior expectation of market demand is higher (lower) than previously expected, which represents a good (bad) market outlook. With such a definition, we have Proposition 1.

**Proposition 1.** Let $\beta(y) \equiv E(\theta | y) - \bar{\theta}$, $\alpha \equiv 2q_0^* > 0$, and we shall have

1. $E(c | x) > \bar{c} - \bar{\beta}(y) + \alpha$ if and only if the wholesale price rises after information updating
2. $E(c | x) < \bar{c} - \bar{\beta}(y)$ if and only if the wholesale price falls after information updating
3. $\bar{c} - \bar{\beta}(y) \leq E(c | x) \leq \bar{c} - \bar{\beta}(y) + \alpha$ if and only if the wholesale price remains unchanged after information updating

Proposition 1 shows conditions in which the manufacturer should adjust the wholesale price. We can see that in addition to the market variation, the manufacturer also considers her production cost variation to adjust the wholesale price (see in Figure 2).

(1) If the market outlook is good $\beta(y) > 0$, the manufacturer offers a lower wholesale price (compared with the initial setting) only when the updated production cost is very small. The manufacturer keeps his initial wholesale price when the updated production cost is relatively small. This enables the manufacturer to increase her profit margin when the market outlook is good. Surprisingly, when the market is sufficiently good $\beta(y) > 0$, the
manufacturer knows that the retailer is highly likely to order more; thus, she offers a higher wholesale price, even if the updated production cost is lower than expected. The higher wholesale price leads to a higher profit margin for a given updated production cost.

(2) If the market outlook is bad (β(y) < 0), the manufacturer offers a lower wholesale price (compared with initial setting) even if the updated production cost is larger than expected. The main reason is that facing a bad market outlook, the manufacturer strategically reduces the wholesale price to stimulate the retailer’s order. Besides, the manufacturer keeps the initial wholesale price if the production cost falls in the interval (c − β(y), c − β(y) + α) which is relatively wide. The lower bound c − β(y) is larger than the expected production cost c. This implies that when the updated production cost is larger than expected, the manufacturer still does not offer an increased wholesale price. When the market outlook is the same as expected β(y) = 0, the manufacturer will not increase the wholesale price. Different from the case of a bad market outlook, the manufacturer will not offer a lower wholesale price than the initial setting when the updated production cost is the same as expected.

Proposition 1 provides the wholesale price strategy and conditions for adjustment when the production cost and the market outlook vary. The main managerial insight is that when the manufacturer offers the wholesale price, she should consider not only the production cost variation but also the market outlook. When the market outlook is not better than expected, offering a lower wholesale price is an appropriate strategy. When the market outlook is better than expected, offering a higher wholesale price is reasonable.

Given the wholesale price set by the manufacturer, the retailer makes his order decisions based on bilateral information updating. We next show the retailer’s order strategy as the wholesale price and the market varies (Figures 2(a)–2(c)).

Proposition 2

(1) When 0 < β(y) < c − α, if E(c | x) ∈ [c, c − β(y)], q_{12} ≥ q_0 + (β(y)/2); if E(c | x) ∈ [c − β(y), c − β(y) + α], q_{12} = q_0 + (β(y)/2); if E(c | x) ∈ [c − β(y) + α, c + β(y) + α], q_{12} = E(c | x) ∈ [c + β(y) + α, c + β(y) + α], q_{11} = q_0.

(2) When β(y) > c − α, if E(c | x) ∈ [c, c − β(y)], q_{12} = q_0 + (β(y)/2); if E(c | x) ∈ [c − β(y), c − β(y) + α], q_{12} = q_0 + (β(y)/2); if E(c | x) ∈ [c + β(y) + α, c + β(y) + α], q_{11} = q_0.

(3) When c − β(y) ≤ 0, if E(c | x) ∈ [c, c + β(y)], q_{12} = q_0; if E(c | x) ∈ [c + β(y), c + β(y)], q_{11} = q_{12} = q_0.

Figures 2(a) to 2(c) show the retailer’s optimal overall order quantity in three cases of the updated market outlook, i.e., 0 < β(y) < c − α, β(y) > c − α, and c − β(y) ≤ 0, compared with Figure 2, Figures 3(a) to 3(c) demonstrate some important properties of the order quantity as follows:

(1) When the market outlook is sufficiently good (β(y) > c − α), even if the wholesale price rises, the retailer still places an additional order, which is observed from the line segment CD in Figure 3(a). The rationale behind the curves is as follows. The retailer’s order quantity is decreasing with the wholesale price and increasing with the market demand. When the market outlook is sufficiently good, the positive effect of a good market is larger than the negative effect of the increase in the wholesale price. Also, the total order quantity exceeds the minimum quantity.

(2) When the market outlook is relatively good (0 < β(y) < c − α), the retailer does not order more than committed if the manufacturer offers a sufficiently high wholesale price c + β(y) + α < E(c | x) < c, which is observed from the line segment DE in Figure 3(b). With a sufficiently high wholesale price, the retailer has to reduce his profit margin. However, when the manufacturer does not offer a sufficiently high wholesale price for E(c | x) < c + β(y) + α, the retailer does not suffer a loss due to the constraint of the minimum order quantity.

(3) When the market outlook is bad (c − β(y) ≤ 0), reducing the wholesale price does not necessarily persuade the retailer to place more orders, which is observed from the line segment BC in Figure 3(c). The decision as to whether or not place an additional order depends on the change in the wholesale price. The retailer is likely to place an additional order only if the wholesale price after information updating goes down. In the case where the wholesale price goes up, the retailer’s order quantity is less than his committed minimum order quantity. Since the retailer cannot reduce his committed order, the best decision for the retailer is to keep the order unchanged.

4.2. Value of Information Updating. In this section, we calculate profits for the manufacturer and the retailer before and after information updating. After that, we compare the profits in these two cases to show the value of information updating.
Proposition 3

(A) When $w_1^* > w_0^*$, $\prod_{m}^{11} \geq \prod_{m}^{0}$, $\prod_{r}^{11} > \prod_{r}^{0}$, and $\prod_{r}^{11} + \prod_{m}^{0} > \prod_{r}^{0}$, 
If $\beta(y) > 0$, $\prod_{m}^{12} \geq \prod_{m}^{0}$ holds 
If $\beta(y) < 0$ and $E(c \mid x) < \bar{c} + \beta(y) - 2\sqrt{-2q_0^*\beta(y)}$, $\prod_{m}^{12} > \prod_{m}^{0}$ holds 

(B) When $w_1^* \leq w_0^*$, $\prod_{r}^{12} \geq \prod_{r}^{0}$ and $\prod_{m}^{12} + \prod_{r}^{0} > \prod_{r}^{0} + \prod_{m}^{0}$, 
If $\beta(y) > 0$, $\prod_{m}^{12} \geq \prod_{m}^{0}$ holds 
If $\beta(y) < 0$ and $\bar{c} + \beta(y) - 2\sqrt{-2q_0^*\beta(y)} < E(c \mid x) < \bar{c} + \beta(y) + 2\sqrt{-2q_0^*\beta(y)}$, $\prod_{m}^{12} \leq \prod_{m}^{0}$ holds

Proposition 3 states that wholesale price adjustment and bilateral information updating affect the value of information updating for each supply chain party and the entire supply chain. When the manufacturer faces a high updated production cost ($c > \bar{c} - \beta(y) + \alpha$), she offers a higher wholesale price (compared with the initial wholesale price) (Proposition 1), and in turn, obtains a higher profit margin. Thus, the manufacturer’s profit in this case is better than that without information updating.

When the manufacturer faces a relatively smaller updated production cost, she offers a lower wholesale price (compared with the initial wholesale price) (Proposition 1).

The retailer’s order quantity is higher than the committed minimum order, that is, the retailer makes his entire order at a lower wholesale price. Thus, the retailer always benefits from information updating. However, the value of information updating for the manufacturer depends on the market demand variation and the production cost variation. When the market outlook is good, the manufacturer always benefits from information updating. The main reason is that the manufacturer’s profit margin is increasing with the market variation. With the retailer’s larger order quantity (larger than the initial setting), the manufacturer’s profit is better than that without information updating. When the market outlook is bad, the manufacturer’s profit margin is decreasing with the market variation. Thus, only when the updated production cost is small, $E(c \mid x) < \bar{c} + \beta(y) - 2\sqrt{-2q_0^*\beta(y)}$, the manufacturer benefits from information updating. When the updated production cost is relatively large, $\bar{c} + \beta(y) - 2\sqrt{-2q_0^*\beta(y)} < E(c \mid x) < \bar{c} + \beta(y) + 2\sqrt{-2q_0^*\beta(y)}$, the manufacturer suffers a loss from information updating. Further, when the market outlook becomes worse, the manufacturer suffers more losses. Even if the manufacturer does not always benefit from information updating, the supply chain always benefits from information updating. The main reason is that the value of information updating for the retailer is larger than
the value of information updating for the manufacturer when the market outlook is bad and the production cost is relatively high.

5. The Impact of Information Accuracy

In this section, we present the impact of information accuracy on decisions and profits and then show the impact of information accuracy on the value of information updating. Based on the analysis, we also give the managerial insight for the supply chain firms.

To show more managerial insights, we consider the case where the market parameter \( \theta \) is a normally distributed random variable with mean \( \bar{\theta} \) and variance \( \sigma_{\theta}^2 \) and the demand signal \( y = \bar{\theta} + \epsilon_{\theta} \) where \( \epsilon_{\theta} \) is independent of \( \theta \) and \( \epsilon_{\theta} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\theta}^2) \). Also, the production cost \( c \) is a normally distributed random variable with mean \( \bar{c} \) and variance \( \sigma_c^2 \), and \( x = \epsilon + \epsilon_c \), where \( \epsilon_c \) is independent of \( c \) and \( \epsilon_c \sim N(0, \sigma_c^2) \).

5.1. Impact of Information Accuracy on Decisions and Profits

Proposition 4

(1) When \( \beta(y) > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_c > 0 \) and \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_c > 0 \) hold; when \( \beta(y) \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_c \leq 0 \) and \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_c \leq 0 \) hold.

(2) When \( \beta(x) > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_r > 0 \) and \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_r > 0 \) hold; when \( \beta(x) \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_r \leq 0 \) and \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_r \leq 0 \) hold.

Proposition 4 states that market outlook variation, production cost variation, accuracy of production cost, and accuracy of the market demand jointly affect the wholesale price and order quantity. Higher accuracy of market demand means that the retailer knows more about market demand. If the market outlook is good (bad), the retailer prefers to increase (decrease) his order quantity. The manufacturer provides a high wholesale price because the market is volatile. A high wholesale price improves the manufacturer’s profit margin. However, if the market outlook is bad, the manufacturer offers a low wholesale price to stimulate the retailer’s order so as to reduce her profit loss.

High accuracy of production cost means that the manufacturer knows the production cost well. If the production cost is higher than pre-expectation, the manufacturer increases the wholesale price. Consequently, the retailer lowers his order quantity. If the production cost is lower than pre-expectation, the manufacturer decreases the wholesale price. Consequently, the retailer increases his order quantity.

Next, we will show how information accuracy affects the profits of the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain.

Proposition 5

(1) When \( \beta(y) > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_c > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_c > 0 \), \( \partial (\Pi_m^{11} + \Pi_r^{11}) / \partial t_c > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{12} / \partial t_c > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{12} / \partial t_c > 0 \), and \( \partial (\Pi_m^{12} + \Pi_r^{12}) / \partial t_c > 0 \).

(2) When \( \beta(y) \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_c \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_c \leq 0 \), \( \partial (\Pi_m^{11} + \Pi_r^{11}) / \partial t_c \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{12} / \partial t_c \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{12} / \partial t_c \leq 0 \), and \( \partial (\Pi_m^{12} + \Pi_r^{12}) / \partial t_c \leq 0 \).

Proposition 5 illustrates the impact of the market outlook and the demand information accuracy on profits of the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain. With a good market outlook, high accuracy of market demand leads to a high wholesale price and a large order quantity (Proposition 4). Given a production cost, the profit margin of the manufacturer increases as the market becomes worse. With a larger order quantity, the manufacturer’s profit increases with demand accuracy. When the market demand becomes better, the profit margin of the retailer increases. Therefore, the retailer’s profit increases with demand accuracy. However, with a bad market outlook, high accuracy of market demand leads to a high wholesale price and a small order quantity (Proposition 4). Given a production cost, the profit margin of the manufacturer decreases as the market becomes worse. With a small order quantity, the manufacturer’s profit decreases with the demand accuracy. When the market demand becomes worse, the retailer’s profit decreases with demand accuracy.

Proposition 6

(1) When \( \beta(x) > 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_c < 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_c < 0 \), \( \partial (\Pi_m^{11} + \Pi_r^{11}) / \partial t_c < 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{12} / \partial t_c < 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{12} / \partial t_c < 0 \), and \( \partial (\Pi_m^{12} + \Pi_r^{12}) / \partial t_c < 0 \).

(2) When \( \beta(x) \leq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{11} / \partial t_c \geq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{11} / \partial t_c \geq 0 \), \( \partial (\Pi_m^{11} + \Pi_r^{11}) / \partial t_c \geq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_m^{12} / \partial t_c \geq 0 \), \( \partial \Pi_r^{12} / \partial t_c \geq 0 \), and \( \partial (\Pi_m^{12} + \Pi_r^{12}) / \partial t_c \geq 0 \).

Proposition 6 shows the impact of production cost variation and the accuracy of production cost on profits. If the production cost is higher than expected, an accurate production cost enables the manufacturer to increase the wholesale price and the retailer to decrease the order quantity (Proposition 4). The decreased order quantity and the decreased profit margin of the manufacturer result in the manufacturer’s profit loss. For the retailer, the decreased order quantity and the decreased profit margin also result in his profit loss. Thus, from the perspective of the system, high accuracy of the production cost cuts the supply chain’s profit if the production cost is higher than expected. This implies that there is no need to get more accurate information for the manufacturer when she learned that the production cost is higher than expected. Conversely, if the production cost is lower than expected, an accurate production cost enables the manufacturer to decrease the wholesale price and enables the retailer to increase the order quantity (Proposition 4). Even if the manufacturer sets a low wholesale price, she gains a high profit margin because of the reduction in production cost. Together with the increased order quantity, the manufacturer benefits from knowing accurately about the production cost. Correspondingly, the retailer gains a high profit margin and places a big order, which contributes to the retailer’s profit increase as the accuracy of the production cost increases. Hence, from the perspective of the system, high accuracy of the production cost also improves the supply chain’s profit if the production cost is lower than expected. One important finding is that the impact of production cost accuracy on the profits of supply chain parties, and the supply chain is not affected by the market outlook.
Proposition 7 illustrates that with a good market outlook, high information accuracy of market demand decreases the profits of the supply chain parties and supply chain under various scenarios. We fix the expected profit of the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain. j"he manufacturer and the retailer should not always provide a managerial insight for the manufacturer and the retailer. The manufacturer and the retailer should not always prefer a high accuracy of production cost, especially when the production cost is lower than expected, high accuracy of production cost increases the value of production cost updating. Proposition 8 also shows that when the production cost is lower than expected, high accuracy of production cost leads to a high value of information updating. The reason is that a high accuracy of production cost decreases wholesale price and increases the order quantity, the retailer also suffers profit decrease as the increased order quantity, the retailer also suffers profit decrease as the accuracy of production cost increases. Proposition 8 also shows that when the production cost is lower than expected, high accuracy of production cost increases the value of production cost updating for the manufacturer. Since the decrease rate of the wholesale price equals the decrease rate of the production cost, the manufacturer has an unchanged profit margin. Due to the increased order quantity, the manufacturer suffers from high accuracy of production cost. Besides, the profit without information updating of the manufacturer is not relevant to the accuracy of production cost. Thus, the value of production cost updating for the manufacturer is decreasing with the information accuracy. In a similar way, with an unchanged profit margin and decreased order quantity, the retailer also suffers profit decrease as the accuracy of production cost increases. Proposition 8 also shows that when the production cost is lower than expected, high accuracy of production cost increases the value of production cost updating.

5.2. Impact of Information Accuracy on the Value of Information Updating. In this section, we investigate the impact of information accuracy on the value of information updating. We firstly investigate the impact of demand information accuracy when the market status varies and then investigate the impact of information accuracy of the production cost when the production cost varies.

Proposition 7

\[ \text{When } \beta(y) > 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial y} > 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{m}} > 0, \text{ and } \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{t}} > 0. \]

\[ \text{When } \beta(y) \leq 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{m}} < 0, \text{ and } \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{t}} < 0. \]

Proposition 7 illustrates that with a good market outlook, high accuracy of market demand leads to a high value of demand updating. The reason is that high accuracy of market demand increases the profits of the supply chain parties and supply chain (Proposition 5), and the profits of supply chain parties and supply chain are not affected by the information accuracy before information updating. However, with a bad market outlook, high accuracy of market demand is associated with the low value of demand updating. The reason is that high accuracy of market demand decreases the profits of the supply chain parties and supply chain (Proposition 5), and the profits of supply chain parties and supply chain are not affected by the information accuracy before information updating. Therefore, the main managerial insights are as follows. The manufacturer should not always prefer a high demand accuracy, especially when the market outlook is bad. Also, the retailer does not necessarily improve his demand accuracy when the market outlook is bad. However, when the market outlook is good, both the manufacturer and the retailer prefer high accuracy of market demand to ensure their high profitability.

Proposition 8

\[ \text{When } \beta(x) > 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial x} < 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{m}} < 0, \text{ and } \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{t}} < 0. \]

\[ \text{When } \beta(x) \leq 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial x} > 0, \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{m}} > 0, \text{ and } \frac{\partial (\Pi_{m} - \Pi_{t})}{\partial \Pi_{t}} > 0. \]

Proposition 8 shows that when the production cost is higher than expected, high accuracy of production cost leads to a low value of information updating. The rationale behind Proposition 8 is as follows. High accuracy of production cost increases the wholesale price and decreases the order quantity (Proposition 4).

Since the increase rate of the wholesale price equals the increase rate of the production cost, the manufacturer has an unchanged profit margin. Due to the decreased order quantity, the manufacturer suffers from high accuracy of production cost. Besides, the profit without information updating of the manufacturer is not relevant to the accuracy of production cost. Thus, the value of production cost updating for the manufacturer is decreasing with the information accuracy. In a similar way, with an unchanged profit margin and decreased order quantity, the retailer also suffers profit decrease as the accuracy of production cost increases.

6. Numerical Examples

In this section, we illustrate the information accuracy impact on the expected profit of the manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain under various scenarios. We fix \( a = 10, \theta = 2, \) and vary the other three parameters: \( \eta_\theta = [-3, -2.8, -2.6, \ldots, 3], \eta_\beta = [-3, -2.8, -2.6, \ldots, 3], \) and \( \eta_c = [0, \ldots, 5], t_\theta = [0, \ldots, 4]. \) We can compute \( \omega_0 = 7, \phi_0 = 2.5, \) and \( \phi_0 = 6.25. \) We next compare the wholesale prices, the order quantities, the manufacturer’s profits, and the retailer’s profits before and after information updating.

6.1. Impact of Information Accuracy on Decisions and Profits. We firstly consider the cases \( \beta(x) > 0 \) and \( \beta(y) > 0, \) i.e., \( \eta_\beta > 0 \) and \( \eta_\theta > 0. \) Given \( \sigma_c = 3 \) and \( \sigma_\theta = 3, \) Figures 4–7 show the
wholesale price, order quantity, and the manufacturer’s profit as well as the retailer’s profit when the information accuracy varies for \( \eta_c = 2.5 \) and \( \eta_\theta = 2.5 \). We have additional observations to Propositions 5 and 6.

From Figures 4 and 5, we have the following observations:

1. The wholesale price is higher than the initial wholesale price and the order quantity is higher than the initial order quantity. The manufacturer’s profit and the retailer’s profit are larger than those before information updating. This means that with better market demand, the manufacturer raises the wholesale price and the retailer raises his order quantity. With a high profit margin, the manufacturer benefits from information updating, even if his production cost rises. Conversely, with a low profit margin, the positive effect of increasing order quantity enables the retailer to benefit from information updating.

2. The wholesale price increases sharply with the accuracy of production cost and the accuracy of the market demand when the accuracy is relatively low and increases slowly, and with the accuracy of production cost and the accuracy of the market demand when the accuracy is relatively high. This implies that much more accurate production cost and demand does not help the manufacturer adjust her wholesale price when the market outlook is good.

3. The order quantity increases sharply and then slowly with the accuracy of the market demand but decreases sharply and then slowly with the accuracy of production cost. This implies that the retailer increases his order quantity when he knows more about the market demand, and the retailer decreases his order when he faces a high wholesale price. However, sufficiently high accuracy of the production cost and the market demand do not necessarily affect the retailer’s order.

From Figures 6 and 7, we can see that the profits of the manufacturer and the retailer after information updating are larger than that before information updating. More theoretical results can be seen in Proposition 6. The
manufacture’s profit increases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of the market demand but decreases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of production cost. The retailer’s profit increases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of the market demand but decreases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of production cost. The main reason is as follows. When the production cost increases and the market becomes better, the negative effect of production cost increasing is smaller than the positive effect of market demand becoming better. Knowing more about the market demand when the market becomes better will improve the manufacturer and the retailer’s profits.

We next consider the cases $\beta(x) < 0$ and $\beta(y) < 0$, i.e., $\eta_c < 0$ and $\eta_\theta < 0$. Given $\sigma_c = 3$ and $\sigma_\theta = 2$, Figures 8–10 show the wholesale price, order quantity, and the manufacturer’s profit as well as the retailer’s profit when the information accuracy varies for $\eta_c = -2.5$ and $\eta_\theta = -2.5$.

From Figures 8 and 9, we have the following observations:

1. The wholesale price is higher than the initial wholesale price and the order quantity is higher than the initial order quantity. The retailer’s profit is larger than that before information updating but the manufacturer’s profit may be smaller than that before information updating. This contrasts the results when the market is better than expected. The intuition behind is that with worse market demand, the manufacturer reduces the wholesale price, and the retailer raises his order quantity. With a lower marginal profit, the manufacturer may not benefit from information updating, and with a lower marginal profit, the positive effect of increasing order quantity enables the retailer to benefit from information updating.

2. The wholesale price decreases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of production cost and the information accuracy of the market demand. This implies that sufficiently accurate production cost and market demand do not necessarily affect the manufacturer’s wholesale price adjustment when the market demand is worse than expected.

3. The order quantity decreases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of the market demand and increases sharply and then slowly with the information accuracy of production cost. This implies that the retailer increases his order quantity when he knows more about the market demand, but sufficiently accurate production cost and market demand do not affect obviously the retailer’s order adjustment when the market demand is worse than expected.

From Figures 10 and 11, we can see that, the manufacturer’s profit after information updating may be smaller than that before information updating. This happens when the information accuracy of market demand is relatively high. The retailer’s profit after information updating is larger than that before information updating. More theoretical results can be seen in Proposition 6.
The manufacturer’s profit and the retailer’s profit are decreasing with the information accuracy of the market demand but increases with the information accuracy of production cost. Also, when the information accuracy of market demand increases, both the manufacturer and the retailer achieve relatively high profits. The main reason is as follows. When the production cost is reduced and the market becomes better, the effect of production cost reduction is larger than the effect of market demand becoming worse. When the market becomes worse, knowing more about the market demand will reduce the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s profits.

6.2. Impact of Information Accuracy on the Value of Information Updating. Figures 12 and 13 show the value of information updating for the manufacturer and the retailer when the market outlook is good and the production cost is larger than expected. As we can see from Figure 12, the value of information updating for the manufacturer is increasing with the accuracy of demand forecast and decreasing with the accuracy of production cost. This is consistent with theoretical results in Propositions 7 and 8. Moreover, the value of information updating for the manufacturer is always positive. The main reason is that when the market outlook is good, the manufacturer can adjust the wholesale price to his own interests. Also, the value of information updating for the retailer is increasing with the accuracy of demand forecast and decreasing with the accuracy of production cost. This is because when the market outlook is good, the retailer always benefits from information updating no matter whether the wholesale price is higher or lower than the initial setting (Proposition 3).

Figures 14 and 15 show the value of information updating for the manufacturer and the retailer when the market outlook is bad and the production cost is smaller than expected. As we can see from Figure 14, the value of information updating for the manufacturer is decreasing with the accuracy of demand forecast and increasing with the accuracy of production cost. This is consistent with theoretical results in Propositions 7 and 8.

Moreover, the value of information updating for the manufacturer may not be always positive. The main reason is that when the market outlook is bad, the manufacturer
benefits from information updating only when the updated production cost is relatively small. When the updated production cost is relatively large, the manufacturer suffers a loss from information updating (Proposition 3). Besides, as the accuracy of market demand increases and the accuracy of production cost decreases, the manufacturer loses more. Also, the value of information updating for the retailer is decreasing with the accuracy of demand forecast and increasing with the accuracy of production cost. But the value of information updating for the retailer is always positive. This is because when the market outlook is bad, the retailer always benefits from information updating no matter if the wholesale price is higher or lower than the initial setting (Proposition 3).

Comparing the value of information updating for the manufacturer and the retailer (Figures 12 vs. 13 and 14 vs. 15), we can see that for the manufacturer, the effect of the accuracy of production cost is larger than the effect of the market demand accuracy. However, for the retailer, the effect of the accuracy of production cost is smaller than the effect of the market demand accuracy. The main reason is that the retailer is close to the market and more sensitive to the market variation than the manufacturer. Conversely, the manufacturer is more sensitive to the production cost variation than the retailer.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate the decisions of a manufacturer and a retailer under bilateral information updating. We formulate the interactions between the manufacturer and the retailer as a Stackelberg game. We study a contract that agrees on decisions adjustment and information sharing, which combines the idea of advance purchase contracts and wholesale price contracts.

Some important and interesting observations emerge from this research. First, the production cost variation and market variation jointly affect the wholesale price and order decisions. The manufacturer may not reduce (raise) her wholesale price when the updated production cost is lower (higher) than expected. The retailer places an additional order even if the wholesale price rises when the market outlook is good, but places an order with the minimum order quantity even if the wholesale price falls when the market outlook is bad. Second, the manufacturer may not benefit from information updating. Especially, when the market outlook is bad and production cost is relatively large, the manufacturer suffers a loss from information updating.

However, the retailer and the supply chain always benefit from information updating. Third, information accuracy largely affects the profits of the supply chain parties and the supply chain and the value of information updating for the supply chain parties. The manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain obtain more profit as the accuracy of production cost increases (decreases) if the market outlook is better (worse) than expected. The manufacturer, the retailer, and the supply chain’s profits are increasing (decreasing) with the accuracy of production cost if the updated production cost is higher (lower) than expected. Finally, numerical examples show that when the market demand is better (worse) than expected, the impact of the information accuracy of market demand on the profits of the manufacturer and the retailer is larger (smaller) than the impact of information accuracy of production cost. The abovementioned observations significantly enrich current knowledge about demand forecasting and information updating in supply chains and provide some managerial insights. The retailer should not always seek a high demand accuracy, especially when the market outlook is bad. The manufacturer should not always seek a high accuracy of production cost, especially when the production cost is larger than expected.

Furthermore, research can relax some key assumptions made in this paper. One such assumption is the pre-committed agreement of information sharing. If the manufacturer and the retailer do not share information, the bilateral information asymmetry exists between the manufacturer and the retailer. The interactions between the two parties will be much more complex. Another assumption is that the minimum order quantity is given under the Stackelberg game. Furthermore, analysis on the optimal committed order quantity can be launched in future research.
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